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RINK REQUEST USER MANUAL
Select “RINK REQUEST” off the Club website under RINK ALLOCATION page in THE MEMBER
SECTION
You will be taken to the following screen;
Although there is a on the page a signing in blanks this not required to be completed when booking a
rink except when booking County or National where three dates have to offered to your opponent.
You will have to use the signing section instructions can be found at the end of this manual (page8)
before starting booking any rinks

You Select Competition Type from the drop down menu
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Then Select your game from Type of Game Coaching dropped down menu
This will show the minimum time slot if your game will exceed this limit please make sure that next
time slot after the one you select is vacant most games that exceed two hours are all have
extensions built in

Then Select under rink dropped down menu a rink from the list of A to F for indoor rinks or OA to OL
for outdoor rinks
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Then Select the date from which you are available to (the system will show todays date) click on it
and a calendar will drop down then select the date from which you want the search to start.

You will note that the days of the week are ticked delete the ticks of the days you are not available
to play
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Next comes the time you wish to start from (remember the sessions are 2 hours) and outside rinks
no game can start before 10.00am

Then Press NEXT you will the following screen which show the times the rink selected is available
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After selecting your time by clicking on that time in the space provided you will get the following
screen

If the Narrative is what you selected press NEXT you will get the following screen; If not press BACK
to go back to the previously screen
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Complete the following
Your Name Telephone number & your email address these have to be completed otherwise your
booking cannot go forward and your request will not be accepted.
There is a note section this also has to be completed Information in there must be the competition
you are entering i.e. Handicap singles against John Smith

When completed press NEXT
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Then press confirm and you will return to the first screen
Special Instruction for National & County
As in these competitions you often have to offer three dates to your opponents you should sign in
before making any provisional booking. As soon as the date is agreed the two bookings not being
used have to be cancelled. You will have to sign in to cancel bookings.
Remember in the notes section full details of the competition must be included in all rink requests
Apply to webmaster@wpavilionbc.org to obtain a user name (usually your email address) and a
password so you can sign in.
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You will get list appointments

All you have to do is press cancel button that will then release the rinks previously booked to be
used. Failure to cancel rinks not required deprives other members of the club the use of those rinks.
If this screen does not appear email the Greenranger with the dates and time of the rink(s) you wish
to have cancelled.
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
When signing in you can change your password on your profile page
By click on the small circle icon bedside the Header Worthing Pavilion Bowling Club
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You can then get your Profile page off the dashboard
You are now entering the WordPress control area and your action must be restricted to your
personal details only

At the bottom of the page you can change your password all password are generated by the system

Malcolm E Gilbey August 2019
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